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MACKENZIE WELCOMES ARCHITECT BRETT CONWAY
Seattle, Washington – Mackenzie President Rich Mitchell is pleased to announce the addition of Brett
Conway to Mackenzie’s Seattle office. “We are excited to bring Brett to our team as he leads growth in our
industrial and commercial design work around Seattle,” Mitchell said. “His experience in this sector is highly
valuable and we know he will make an immediate impact to our clients and staff.”
Conway brings over 30 years of design and project management experience to
Mackenzie, with a focus in industrial and manufacturing projects. He adds expertise to
Mackenzie’s strength in this market sector and will service clients in the region with a
focus on new business in the Puget Sound region and Seattle marketplace. His capability
to lead teams and mentor designers, particularly in urban projects, will be put to practice
across each of Mackenzie’s offices, including Seattle and Vancouver, Washington; and
Portland, Oregon. “I was drawn to Mackenzie because of their integrated design and
strong roots in the Pacific Northwest. After almost 60 years of being in business, they
have the energy of a start-up company,” Conway said. “I specifically sought out a firm where I can leverage
my experience with a culture that is keen on the vision of the client, and I’m excited to be an asset to
Mackenzie and deliver high-quality service to our clients.” In addition to Conway’s industrial expertise, he
brings award-winning experience in delivering innovative solutions to the corporate, retail and financial
services sectors. Conway received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in architecture from the University of
Michigan, and is a licensed architect in Washington, Oregon, California and Arizona.
Dietrich Wieland, Principal and head of the Industrial and Commercial Business Units at Mackenzie, believes
Conway’s addition to the Seattle office will bolster the design teams and strategically position the firm to
more effectively serve clients. “Brett brings tremendous expertise and proven leadership qualities that will
boost Mackenzie’s growth of industrial and commercial design excellence in the region,” Wieland said.
“Adding Brett as a senior Mackenzie design professional will greatly benefit our clients to carry out their
vision.”
About Mackenzie
Mackenzie is a provider of professional design services comprised of professionals in architecture and interior
design; structural, civil and traffic engineering; land use and transportation planning; and landscape
architecture. Anchored in the foundational elements of high performance and client focus, Mackenzie brings
a deep expertise in commercial office, healthcare, community infrastructure, education, institutional, federal,
high tech, public building, industrial, retail, community planning, and mixed-use projects. For more
information, please visit www.mcknze.com or call 206-749-9993.

